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RESPONSE OF WIDE PIN DIODES TO SINUSOIDS 
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Silicon PIN diodes with wide i-layers have been 
studied with respect to their transient response to 
sine waves. Simple carrier transport theory would 
predict that such a device, upon application of a sine 
wave signal of a particular frequency in the VHF region, 
would not conduct appreciable ~urrent until the voltage 
of the signal exceeded a giv~n value. When this voltage 
. 
is exceeded, holes and ele~trons injected from the highly 
doped p and.n-regions-are able to drift far enough during 
I 
the forward-bias part of the cycle so as to meet inside 
the i-region and start the formation of a hole-electron 
' plasma, making the i-laye~ a low impedance. Conversely, 
with applied signals of either greater frequency or lower 
I 
voltage, plasma is not formed; the_ i-layer remains a 
high impedance and no appreciable current flows. Ob-
. 
servations with wide PIN diodes have demonstrated such 
\. __ : 
behavior (upper frequency limits for conduction); however, 
conduction is also found to occur in band at higher 
i 
- -·-- .. -·-···--·-··-·-·-----------·-·--
·-----···---·----·-····-··------.. --- ... -
_, 
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This thesis deals with the steady state response of 
• 
a wide i-region PIN diode ·to RF and VHF sine wave inputs. 
Initially one voltage source was used to drive the diode 
, .. 
. ' 












and later an additional source was parallelled to·the 
first in an attempt to characterize.the general behavior 
/ 








main thrust of' the undertaking was to investigate the 
general response of the device to multiple inputs, and 
to see in what sense the diode mi gl1t ·operate as a f i 1 ter. 
The wide i-region PIN diode was found to be of little 
value in selectively filtering one frequency from another. 
Even ·t11ough many non- linear effects \iere observed, 
· frequency modulation and frequency mixing were not found 
to occur for the frequencies investigated. 
.•. 
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CI-IAPTER '1- \ .. 
Introduction 
A PIN diode is a 3-layer, 2-port semiconductor 
device consisting of highly doped p- and n-regions 
. # 
. 
- .. -.---. -.... --. ·. --- .. - - - ~-----·····--·-··-·---------··-·-·-- ····--·-··- - .... ···------ ---, .... -------·····-.----·--··-·······-~--------··-·-·---·-·····-···- .. -....................... -- -· . 
. ~. .. 
,., 
·"-' 
sandwiching a lowly doped intrinsic fayer. The intrinsic 
' 
region is said to be wide if it is· at least several 
diffusions lengths in width. 
When a voltage step is applied to a wide PIN diode, 
,most of the voltage drop occurs initially over the ... 
.. 
higher resistivity intrinsic region. Upon application of~ 
the voltage step, holes are injected into the intrinsic 
layer from the p-region and electrons are inj~cted from 
then-side of the diode, Fig. 2. For a short time the 
diode appears to have a high resistance.as positively 
charged holes move across the i-laye~ toward then-
region under the influence of the electric field. This 
same field moves the electrons toward the p-layer. When 
these holes and electrons meet and overlap somewhere in - ~ 
the i-region, the resist_ance .. of the device begins to drop. 
. '\ . ···-······· ···-···-------·- ----The transit time, t 1 , is the time ietjiiiredfOI'the 
holes and electrons to meet. The p~int of int~rsection 
in the i-layer depends on th~ width of the i-region and 
---·-··tlre ·mob-il ity · of the carriers. After the carriers oyerl~~,~~-
:,.. . 
.. ...,. u 
-'V. . ···- .... . . .. - ·--·- -·- ·-·. --------· -- -
---·-····-··--·----··········--·-······--····-·-···-······- ·---·· -····· --·, - ·····--· --··--·-· -········ -- . .. ··- ·-·---- -- ...... . 
they begin to ~orm plasma which spans the i-layer when -
both holes and electrons have been transported across the 
• 
whole of the i-layer. The plasma formation time, t 2, 
is the time required for holes to reach then-side and 
·-
; \ ,. 
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I. 
Fig. 1 Impurity, space-charge, 
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Fig. .. ;- ·. 2 Carrier injection 
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just after diode has been forward biased 
by positive -square· ,vave. 
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These events are illustrated in figs. 3 and 4. Kerchmar 
has studied the _transient~respon~~ of wide i~layer, PIN 
diodes to square wave inputs. j ••• ~- "I -
As the concentration of charged carriers increases, 
-~--------·-·····--·--··----............ . 
- ,. .. - ... - ---· ........................................................................................ _ .......... _________ --,-_ 
I . 
the resistivity of the device decreases. The effective 
carrier density of the 
the equilibrium level, 
i-region is 
2 n. (T) , due 
1 
raised well above 
to the injected 
carriers. In steady state, conduction is mainly effected 
by recombination in the i-layer in steady ~state. Carrier 
concentrations drop off to a minimum at a plane in the 
i-region but this effect is small enough to be negl-ected 
for most purposes~ as shown in fig. 5. It can be 
shown that the resistance of the i-region is inversely 
proportional to current in steady state. This char-
acteristic has been investigated ~y Faga for application 
to modulating circuits. 
PIN diodes exhibit an unusual ·frequency response 
•-·-·--••-•--•••-·••-----·-·---•---•• "M• .. --•• !,-,·· • ·_. 0 '.. -~-~---~ ~-------•·••- • •••••-
1•• -







unless holes and electrons meet and overlap significantly_ 
the diode acts as a high resistance device. For low 
frequencies, those whose periods are muc-h larger. than 
-
the time required· for plasma formation, a PIN diode ,-afts 
lik~ a p-n junction in gross response. Current is 
-------· ----------··· -------··---------------·----------
tra~smitted readily -in the forw~r~direction and there is 
·a small transient spike when the current direction is 
• • 
rever~ed, before current is cut off by the rectifying 
,property of the diode. 
. : 
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Fig .. 3 
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DC transient propeities 
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Fig. 4 DC plasma formition 
(a) Initial period of high resistivity prior to 
overlap ( 
(b) Charged carriers meet at a plane some,~l!e:re in_.·----~-~ . . . . 
---·- --~--~--- - -- ----- -- --- --- -- - - - -~- - - - -------~-____,.--,--~-,-----.-,--~------c--:---"---~----~-----i---re g-1 on 
(c) ·Period of decreasing resistivity 
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Increased carrier density 1n 1-reg1on 1n .tl1e 
forward biased PIN diode 
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10 
,..,,-.- --
---- ·- --------.-----;-·------------ ----
As- the frequency is i:ncfea·sed, a region is reached 
. where for a given amplitude there is a high frequency 
threshold where conduction in the forward direction 
becomes greatly ·reduced. The cause for this is the 
- - - - -- - --------·-
I;," 
.•; 
. ---------------- ----'------··--·----~--"' «----· .... ·-·-···- - ----. ·--- -- ·- ·--·-··------ ----··· .. ------·-· -------- ··- -···· ·- -·--- --·----····. ··-· . ·-· ........ ·- ... ·- ·--·------. --- """' - • 
failure of the plasma t·o form before· the end of the 
forward half cycle (if the duration of a half cycle is 
·1 • 
·not long enough, the holes and electrons do not meet 
at some plane in the i-layer at all and in turn are 
drawn out of the intrinsic region by the negative half 
cycle). Resistivity of the i-region thus remains high. 
Conduction is m·inimal due to the high resistivity of the 
Such a threshold does exist as predicted. 
" 
l 
However this simple theory does not predict or explain 
the diode'.s observed abi~i ty to conduct current easily 
in certain frequency ranges above this threshold. 
This thesis takes a look at tpis unusual behavior. 
_# 
\ 
y Using VHF frequencies~ the response of the diode to one 
-·--··-----------~----·-~ -- --and t-l1en to t-wo parallelled sinusoids was investigated. -
. . .. , .... ,, '_.,. ······-··"-""'''"'''""- -·-··". - ·-·---- •• ·-·•·« -- •• -· - ... 
_ __,___.!._... ____ - -- ---- ---- ----- -
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Cl1APTER 2 · 
.I -'· 
.t 
.· ... , 
ExpeIJ~~ptal ~echniques and Circuits 
This chapter is concerned with the experimental ... 
. . ii 
-. ~-~· --------------··-------.. --r··-·1:..-----·-·-------·~----..--, .. --··---·--~--~·-·----··-··---·-··--·-"···---·- -------·----------~---···---···· ----------- -~--·-··-·---· -----~----·-----· - ........ -···--·-·····-·· .. ··--~--···--- ·-····-·· .. ·--·-····-··---···--···-----·-·-- --------------·--·----
t e ~ h n i q u es used to· characterize the response of the de-
. ' 
vice to various sine wave inputs) At first attention 
is directed to the response of the diode to a single · , 
sine wave input. As in all the e~periments performed, 
trends are sought out and verified with respect to one 
variable parameter l\Thile ·others remain fixed. It is· 
in this ·way one can best get ,a fe~ling for how the 
device reacts oveTall. 
The firsc· circuit used is detailed in figure 6. 
w 
_ The oscillators used were General Radio Type 1211-B 
and T~pe 1215-B Unit Oscillators with source impedance 
of iO ohms. A Tektronix Tfpe 661 sampling oscillo-






.. · _____ ------p!'-obe ---im-pedance of-50--oh-ms -w-a-s-paFal-lel 1 ed by----tl1e----------- · . --·-·· _.,. ~----------~-
• ..I 
~xternal triggering impedance of SO ohms. This gave 
an effective impedance of 25 ohms, across which voltage 
waveforms wer~ measured and displayed. 
--- ---~-----
The procedure was to measure the voltage amplitude 
· ------ · ·:--------- ------·-- -of'··t11e oscillator acros-s a·- ~O ohm probe· impedance ... ···-- ·--- --~--- ·-·- - . ----·· ·-· ··- .... - .. -, ·-·-·--·· ,_" ..... ··-· .... -----· ,_ . 
- ( ; 
-----·-·--------------~--:--u-sing internal .. trigger. Since tl1e sour.ce impedance - ----- ------- - ----- --




·source voltage. This method of fixing voltag~ 
\, 
,;..· 
·:- ·t; . : : . r' 
. ... 'l 
•• ':I 














Circuit 1 , . 
.. 
... 










1. 2. 3. 
A. 




1... General Radio Type 1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier 
and Power Supply 
2. General Radio Type 1211-B Unit Oscillator .5-50 MHz 
or 
General Radio Type 1215-R UniyOscillator 50-250 fvfHz 
--··-··--·----·------~- ,_ .. ____________ .------~---·· ---.:~., --·------- . ---.-· - -- ,--- -----·-------- . 
3. Wide Silicon PIN Diode 
·.' ,p 
.r ... , .. 
•• 
. · · 4. R - Source Impedance of SO Ohms for Unit q~--~-~ ___ (2._) ________ . ______ _ 
_____ .. ___ . _________ ·_ - _.-- ___ :·_ .-·--.. -· ·-- _.-_ ..... ----c--·,---------. ·----------------------------~--·--··------------S- - ........... ---------·---- ------------ ------- - ------·--------
- -
---------------------
5. External Trigger to Scope - 50 Ohms 
- - - - -· _. ____ ,,_. J , •. • •• '._ -- • '. .: ___ ; --·-- - ~-
- • - • - --· • - - •• ·---
6. Probe Impedance of 50 Ohms 
,, 7. Tektronix Type 661 Sampling Cathode Ray Oscil-
loscope with ~ype 4Sl Sampling Plug-In Unit 
-···- ____ ... ---··--··--------------- ______ _ _ __ F_ig_~ _ ~-· ____ J!li tial Test Cir~~--~-~ ·- __ --------·--- -·----- ... ,._ .. _- ...... _ .... ,-~,--·····"" .. , ... ,._~- .............. - . 
•a -- ---
- ---, - • ---- ,•-~~· ----~---- --·--·----•~ ••••-
- - ~------~---~---- -- --
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,. 
a~plitudes was adhered to throughout the study. 
' • J 
... ' 
Aftef fix1ng the amplitude of tl1e oscillator,' the 
. voltage across the 25 ohm parallel impedance, described 
--·-a·b o ve-,-·--i-s---m-e-a-s-u-r-ecl-·-.---------€u-r-P-e-n-t--C---t-h-r-ou-g-h-----t-h-e----d-i-ot1-e--·------i-s-------d e t-er-
mined directly from this voltage and the ZS ohm impedance. 
The voltage acro·ss the diode is determined by d~duct ing 
v ab and tl1e drop across the source impedance from t11e 
amplitude· of. th·e generated voltage in the oscillator. -
! . 
Amp 1 i tude ,vas held fixed and the frequency varied from 
5 }'1Hz to 250 r·1I-Jz. The trend to be observed \\Tas tl1e 
vari~tion iii bandpass with amplitude of the input. 
. ',, j 
The next circuit investigated is shown in fig. 7. 
' ' 
A 500 KHz signal was parallelled with a SO MHz signal. 
Holding the arnpli tude of tl1e 500 KI-Iz oscillator constant, 
tl1e amplitude of the 50 ~11Iz signal was varied from 
zero to maximum output. \'alues. of t11e current, flo,\fing · 




· Lr. higher frequency signal amplitude from whic11 curves 
------·- '---·~-----·-----·· - f 
were drawn. After measurements were made for one fixed 
.... _ .. _ ··- .···-···-- ... _. ·- ' ................ ., .... __ _ ....... _ .... -·------ .. ------------,·-· --·-·-- ' . ------ --·-----.-·~ ·-·----------- .. -
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Repeating this whole procedure several times· 
J 
' gave a family. of curves. The data taken sltb\\1.the t·l1r~shold 
quality,of the transit time characteristic. Also shown 
.. ,, 
'f 
• •. ,~:--?; ~v,i;·v..,) 
\ .. -... , 
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Circuit .2 
r- ... ,.· 
1. 3. 1. 
4. 2 • 
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5. 
7. 6. 




) 1. General Radio Type 1216-A Unit I-F Amplifier and 
Power Supply 
2. General Radio Type 1211-B Unit Oscillator .5-50 MHz 
3. Wide Silicon PIN Diode .y 
4. 
5. 
General Radio Type 1215-B Unit Oscillator 50-250 MHz· 
~ Rs - _Source Impedance for Oscillators - 50 ·ohms 
6. Parallelled Probe Impedance of 25 Ohms 
7. Tektronix Type 661 Sampling Cathode Ray Oscilloscope ~ with Type 4Sl Sampling Plug-In Unit 
• ./1 •••••• 
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·- ~ 
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Fig. 7 Second Test Circuit 
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-···. 
is the effect of the lower frequenty input. 
Next, as a check, the response of· the diod~ to 
.. 
frequencies in the O. 5- 5. 0 1'·11-Iz range was c11aracte-ri zed to 
furtl1er verify tl1e 4epend.ence. of the conduction threshold 
·-·---.. ·-- ._.. -·-- ... •. -· .................. ,. .,_._,.,,., ...• ,_ ................. ,., •••.• ··-·····-··~---~ .................. _ _._ ..•• ···- ··- •..... ., .......... ------·------··---•·--····· --------·--.-----------·---· .................. -. -·--··· ·--···········-'r· ...... -------------·---····· ·-- -··- _ ... ··--··--··· ........ ---· .. ··-·· ................ ,- ......... ··-·•···· --·--··•·-·-··-,.-~ •"••··-· _____ ,. -~·-··----· 
on both frequen~y and amplitude •. Circuit 1 was used. 
· When signals of two frequencies are passed through~ 
a nonlinear device or group Qf devices, modulation or· 
.. ")., .. ,, 
.beats are often observed. Again· ~pplying a O·.S MHz 
signal from one oscillator, the output of the other 
pscillator (connected in parallel) was varied in frequency 
over tl1e 5 0-250 ~'11-Iz range. (Oscillator amplitqdes were 
~ 
varied so as to cause condl1ction when possible.}· A 
qualitative-investigation was made to determine whet4er 
modulation of frequency conversion occurred. 
~- ~-
·,. 
: ..... _,_ .;: . - -- - . ---- - __ ,_ ____ .. 
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CIIAPTER 3 
' . 
~xp_e_rirnen_~_!!_Q_E~~rvations of tl1e PIN dio~e' s Response 
\ 
This chapter is concerrted with the characteristics 
V 
• . ...c...:..· • _.:.:..·· ...:._, ~--'-,C,. ··_:.;_· '  ---,------ ·--------··----·-·--·--··-··---·-·----·----··-········-----··--·--······-···· -···-······-------··---·· ····-·················-·······-----········· ········-···------·-·--···-----·--······-··-····----···-·-·· ·····--- ...•. -···--··-·-~--~---------·--·-1---------,0-----·--. - . ..• .- ; . 
. ' 
of the wide PIN diode as-obsetved in various exper-
iments.· In the course of determining the effect of 
l 
particular parameters on the diode's behavior, some 
unusual properties turned up. These are discussed as 
they appear. 
f 
JE_ve5._tig_~ti._(?.!1__.9_i __ resp_~.?e to· a ,.~ingle frequency (cir-
cuit 1, fig. 6) · 
As was noted earlier, this circuit l\fas -.introduc-
tory in nature and demonstrated the unusual high 
fre·quency conduction characteristic that motivated 
this study. Using a fixed amplitude the frequency was 
varied from 5 to 50 ~JIIz. It should 1?,e noted that sup-
-- . : 
plying an external trigger to the s_':o_:r.e ___ ,y_~~-- ---~~_t ____ rnanda_-_______ .. -_____ ·· ___ _ 
-------·----------------------~-- .· -- -
----····--------·· .- .---····-~- ,-----·· 
---------------- ---- ----- ---- -· ----------
- - -- --- ---------- ----- - .. 
---- --··-··-·---- ........ ,----·-·····----·-···- ······-··- - •. -. ..... - - . ·--
--
• 
tory. The internal trigger would have done a satis-
factory job of stabilizing the waveform displa~ed. 
·Parallelling the probe reduced its impedance by one 
half. Reducing this impedance resulted in lower series 
resistance seen by the source an4. hence a larger vol-
tage drop across.the diode. This enabled readings to 
-- --- --- - ~·- - --~-- - - -~----~ - -
'---- ---- ·- ... - . 
be taken over a greater range of the limited voltage 
... 
amplitude capability of the· oscillators. • 
"". One of the unusual properties of ·the device first 
\ \ 
noticed is~its turn-on, turn-off voltage disp.arity. As 
; I 
---J _ i.•. 
. ' 
• .J __ 
·- ! 
. . 
-· . . -· .. -· - ~· - ····-·------- . 
.1 . - • 
',n . 
:•' I 
' -- --- .-··::i:··--
J·. L,,)l t ' 
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% 
the higl1 frequency tl1res}lold was approached this first' 
became evident. - \~i tl1 ·the PIN diode connected and the 
. ' 
vol_tage amplitude held constant, the signal frequency 
was increased until the diode stopped conducting. Then 
------------------ .. --------- -- -- ---------- ---------------- -------------·----··------·--·--······-·······-.. ·····--- ...... ---- -- ' --- --- -- --- -------. -- .. ----- -------- -···-···-·. --- -------- -- ""·------/ --------------- ----- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------·""''"""""""" ________________________ ., __________________ _ 
the frequency was slowly reduced. The device did not_ 
begin to conduct again when the frequency was brought 
, . .,., 
back do,vn to the cutoff value-. . The frequency at 1-'lhich. 
the diode turned back on again was significantly lower 
tl1an the frequency at which it had turned off. These 
values are shown in the tab-le below. 












Next the-values of current conducted were plotted 
·~ 
as a function of frequency (fig. 8). The h·igh frequency 
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- ---- ------- -- -------------------------- ----
I 
. of the oscillator was increased. This trend follows out 
of simple theory. 
- ---·---- - ----- ----------------- ----- - - · A·fter -c·oncluding -the·--nre·asur·eme·n·ts··--·--in·-·t11e-- 5-SO ~·1fiz · -
~ 
_ range, the 50-250 ~1I1z oscillator lvas substituted for 
. t 
. _; 
__________________ --------------------------------~---- _ the 1 o \i er range unit . Re s u 1 t s are sh o '" n in f i . g · .- --- ----- -----------c------ -----------g . ' ------- ------------------- ------
-···· ·-~-=·-· .-• ··--.,- .. ---·~-- -~ --,~·~-----•· ,,-~-c, c•• ----






Here again, for a fixed frequencyi current conduction 
by the diode increases wi tl1 increas.in.g 1r~· sotrrce voltage 
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- Fig. 8. n·iode currerrt· ,ts~ source frequency for constant sourc-e 
amplitude (5-50 ~1H_i) 
• 
f 
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described above appears here also. Moreov~r a sym-
me·trical effect is observed at tl1e lower end of eac11 
~~ _ __,________of tl1ese .bands of unpredicted increased conductivity. 
For example, the 6 volt signal would not conduct until 
'• .. .c•;-
, .... 
--.- _ _ _ __,,.--~---·-----------·--··-"'""" --···-•·-.. -- ••..... ,.-,. .. _ . I . --- ··-···-·-·-··-·--.. ,.-----·•--•-••••·--·-··-·· .......... -.,- ..... ._.,._.,,,_ ... ., •. , ....... ,., •• - •. ,._,.,,•--··• -•-··--- .. -~•-•·••••·•-·•' ••••••••.•.•• , ...... , "'••• • ·-·-"· •• ~--- •. ., •• ,. .•• ,. ...... ,_., •••••.•••..• , ..... ·-··-·······-··--·-·········-···········-·····-·····--·······-·-··-·-.. -------·--·····-·-· --,~.....,----,..--------
.j_ 
. the frequency ,~as increased to 115 r~tflz. Yet after a 
significant current had all ready been· establi~hed in 
this manner, the frequency could not be reduced slowly· 
·r 
to 112 MHz and still ronduct. When the amplitude was 
set at 8 vol ts, cond~on continued all the way through· 
from SO to 150 MHz. ,y ·~at 80 MHz, if the coaxial lead 
I 
\ from the oscillator to the diode was disconnected and 
reconnected, no current was reestablished. To- establish 
a unique ctiterion for a voltage-frequency relation, 
tl1e decision ivas made to investigate the ''plug-in 
tl1reshold," i.e. to determine l\1hetl1er or not current 
-would flow when the oscillator was plugged into the 
rest of the circuit. The results of these investigations 
.. 
. _ --~--. _ --·-- -----·- a :r_e _____ wl1a.t. ___ .. i.s __ ... s.h o.1~n .... _ .i.n __ .£.i g _. ___ .. 9---·----- _ _ __ . ----- --·· -------- ___ : ____ .. _____________ --- -- --· -----. ----- --· -------- ---- --- --- --- ----- -- ------·---------·-------
In the higher bands of conduction, as in the 
earlier measurements, the high frequency plug-in 
.. 
• 
threshold slides toward higher frequencies as signal 
, 
. 
strength is increased. Corresponding~y, the low end 
1·. 
thresl1old moves toward:·-16wer frequencies as signal 
----------- ----




~ .. I',, •. i,-· .... 
' - ·'· .. - ..... 1, 
that will plug-in expands in both directions when source 
• 
voltage is irtcreased~ 
• 't' 
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. It· is important· to note t~hat as the. so·.-250 l·-11-·Iz 
. ( . 
21 
oscillator approaches maximum output, there is a broad 
-
peak where the rate of amplitude increase per unit of 
adjustment-falls off rapidly from the high rate of 
/·' 
'\, 
"' ' . 
·' 
----- _, _____ -,·-, _____ ( _______ _ 
-
-----------.... ·--·-·. -_ ... -~.--~~ cl1ange seeri ·f"'r"om ·approximately. 1/2. to 7/8 full . osc":i~-1·1-ator -·-··"···--· 
amplitude capability. This characteristic is demon-
stated in fig. 10. The position of the pic1<-u:p coil 
,r 
when signal· amplitude is maximum is the reference 
I -
point- zero degrees. For a 5°' · rotation in either the 
clockwise or counterclockwise direction (the curve is 
,., ···<"· . 
.. 
symmetrical about the y-axis), the amplitude of the 
' _, 
,. 
output signal changes very little. ·This is contrasted 
by· the marked change in voltage amplitude as the pick-up 
coil is rotated from 25° to 30°. Also, w11ile the 
osci-llator could produce 10 volts, 0-pk, for the lower 
end of its frequency range, it could not produce 10 
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not expand with increased iignal amplitude. In the ' 
'j 
-~ 
100-150 MHz range the lower plug-in-·threshold for the 
8 VO 1 t s i gna I is 1 es s tl1 an--·tna t-·-·r·o·r ""'"t'he-"""g"""'"·vo··1 t"""'"''s'"i'g'n'a1·--·. ·-·-·····--
However the peculiarities of the _curves in the 200-240 
rvtHz range l1e 1 ped in understanding tlris~ ... -·-----------------·---------· ---------- ·----
' . --~--------------
In' fig. 9. 200-240 ~1Hz, the curve for the 6 volt 
-input is shaped· as would be expected. For 7 volts, the 
• 
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Fig. 10 Voltage amplitude of oscill~tor vs. rotational 
... ''""""' ~ -·-------················--·-----------~----~---~-
positi~n of 50-250 MHz oscillator pickup coil. ~ 
(not to sc·ale} ' -.l, 
\ 
• 
. ·1.: . 
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tl1reshold is the same as for 6 vol ts. llowever ,.current . ' 
I 
.,.,. ' 
conducted is less than that for 6 volts for a significant 
range of frequencies, ~hough it~ shape is not 
-
) 
unusual. For 8 and 9 volts, the lower and upper 
. ... - ........... '• ... ., -·····---······"""•·-·-·····--··--"'"' "'----······---···-··---·--···--------------··-----·--·---· ---"-' ----'----
. . ' .. : . : ... ·-·-·- ·--·--~·--·-s-·--···-~-·-·· 
. __ 
.. 
· thresl1olds expand outward, yet there is an unexpected 
Ii 
dip in the conductivity in the viclnity of 22B MHz. 
This non-linearity merited further investigation. 
Current was measured as a function of ~ignal strength 
for fixed frequency. Values of frequency were picked 
close to -and on both sides of 220 i"1IIz to help determine 
the extent and nature of this effect. The results ate J 
I , 
shoivn in fig. 11. The curves for 215 Mfiz and 225 Mfiz 
. 
. dip sligl1tly as t11e maximum voltage is approached. On 
·the otl1er l1and, for 220 !v1I-Jz, 
1 current drips suddenly as 
( .. \ /'-! 
if switched at 7.2 volts and remains fixed although 
source voltage varies £~om 7.2 to 9.0 volts. Apparently 
some sort of resonance is established among ·the' 
l . 
>' I 
----- -------·--·----- - --------·- -
. ,, 
__ , ·---·-
- ·-·-···- ,_ .... _ ...... "•. ·. - .. ·:- -· .. ·· ~ .. -. ~--... -.. 
·co"tnponehts .<Df·-··tJie· circiii-t "fo·r tfii's . ,.particular frequency·: 
I 
. ·,,. ·_;_ . 
-- Part of this effect li-ke-ly- re-sui-ts fro 
voltage characteristic of the oscillator not~d above. 
With the oscillator output set at maximum, other 
i, 
such resonance frequencie~ were looked for. At 128 MHz 
a similar resonance effect was found. Appropriate 
measurements were taken-: and di.ode current was plotted 




curves dip smoothly near the maximum voltage, while for 
I 
·, 
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Fig. 11 Diode current vs. source voltage amplitude for 
constant frequency (215-225 MHz) 
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Diode current vs. source voltage amplitude for constant· 
frequency (125-135 MHz) 
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128 MHz,-c~rrent was shut off discontinuously at 9.8 
volts. Tl1is is a more pronounced effe_ct than at 220"' · 
~1Ilz. Al·so there is an important -relation between the 
/ 
dip in tl1e conductivity, as tl1e maximum amplitud.e 
• 
-·· ---·-···-------------------- --- -- -- .. - ... ---- ------ ·-- - .. --- - -· ---- -------------- - .. -- .... -· -- --- -- . --- - -- - - - - --- - - -- - . - ----- .... 
. ~ -~ 
-~----·-· ----- - -~-----------~~\,:),~~--
.), 
for settings of the pick-up coil near the reference 
setting ~f maximum output. Using the 130 MHz signal 
curve as an example, conductivity is maximum at A, 
correspbnd~~g. roughly to the inflettion point marked 
A on ·the bell shap~d curve in fig. 10. At point B the 
conduftivity has dropped below the maximum even though 
\ 
the voltage has increased slightly (point· Bin fig.· 12). 
Points C,D,E further depict the rel~tion of the 
unexpected reduction in conductivity to the broad 
amplitt1de peak. 
Tl1ere is no obvious relation between these tw·o 
frequencies other than _that· they are about i~n the. - -- -
. 
middle.of a conduction band. The effect appears to be 
-----·-------------------- .. --·- . ' ---- . ----~"' : _. --··-------·--------·--.----··-··-···-····--- ,_ ----- ----------· ..... - . -·······-···-·- ·-···-·-----·····-···-· ............... ,---·---··----·-··-·"-"·"'·"··-·· .. ···---·-······· 
_, · ... •.• . ··.; .. ' an interaction between the diode's capacitiinc·e--an:·a-----------------------
---"-· -v;---.---- -
inductance and the impedance of the other circuit 
elements. While,.,,the dip for the maximum oc.curs over 
a range of 118 ~-fHz to 138 Ml-Iz and 215-2~5 ~1Hz, t11e 
discontinuous increase in the device's resistance occurs 
·, 
: ... , .,, _,, __ \ 
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In the investigation of diode response to two 
/ 
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,frequency in the 0.5-5.0 MHz range, while the othir was 
i_n the11igher range of 50-250 rvtfJz. First, 110\\Tever, it 
was appropriate to. determine the diode's bel1avior for 
tl1e lo,ver frequencies in order ·to have a basis for 
comparison with the response to both signals. Mea~ure-
mertts were made and are displayed in fig. 13. The 
current· conducted increase with increasing source 
voltage for all these frequencies. However we can see 
the transit 'time effects coming into play at 2 r~fiz for 
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oscillators. Current is plotted against SO MHz voltage 
-· - - ·•· -------·
 ·----------
--·----·----·--
5 t rength for . dif f er-ent value·s···--o·f O. -5---~lHz·-·-·-arnpl i tude··--·-----------~----- . -. . 
(fig.· 14). No surprising 1s-effects were seen. C-urrent 
was roughly proportional t6 both si~nal amplitudes as 




In the course of performing the measurements, it 
was discovered that for certain values of both signals,-
. =- -- ~c---=--=-~_:__:_~---=---- - ---~ --- - -




· conduction was dependent on which signal was plugged 
- .. 
. ~ in first. If the 0.5 MHz signal was set in the 6-10 
, ... ~ 
~ •. , ·- I 
volt range and plugged into the diode !circuit l)· 
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-F:[g'. · 13 Diode current vs. source frequency for constant 
source amplitude (0.5-5.0 MHz) 
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Fig. 14 Diode current vs. 50 MHz signal amplitude for 
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J' , ...... ,,. 
. current was con,ducted. If a 50 MHz signal of low ampli-
,· 
tude was· added in parallell. (circuit 2) current through 
·.·the diode was reduced to zero. By unplugging the 50 Mfl.z 
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' . 
it into tl1e diode again unti 1 current would conduct 
.... J~ through the diode, the threshold could be found, at which 
both signals would be passed by the device. ~f, however, 
the SO MHz·signal was set at this lowest value, and the 
lower frequency signal disconnected and then plugged 
1··~.' 
in again, this current was not re-established. The amplitude 
of the 50 MHz signal had to be increas~d a certain amount 
before the fixed amplitude 0.5 MHz ~ignal could be added ·· -J 
in parallel without causing current to stop flowing in 
the diode. 
· A further investigation of plug-in order was 
/ 
appropriate.' At first a 2 volt 0-p~-, 1 ~11-Iz signal was 
..... -· 
used for the fixed amplitude, lower frequency input artd_ 
th·e-----anTp-1-i tude va·r-i~u·--·-for the ·· s-o--~11tz------s igna-1.--·----c,Yn<.t1rc·t1·on--·--~-----
l 
by the diode for both signals did not occur tintil the 
SO MHz signal was increased to 6.6 volts 0-pk. However, 
conduction only resulted if ·the higher frequency signal ,vas 
plugged in first. This was true until the amplitude of the 
SO MHz signal was increased to .7.6 volts. For higher am-
" 
"' 
---·-( ··-------·-·-----··-·--·- .-·----------····--·--·-----···-··-··----------------··--·--------------··------···-4---------·--·-----------------·-·-·--"'--'"·--·- -... --·- -·· -·---·· -··---
plitud~s conduction occurred irre·gardless of plug-in order. 
Next the amplitude of the 1 MHz signal was increased to 
• 
and fixed ~t 4 volts 0-pk. Once again the threshold for 
conductio'n. of both signals was found; conduction was 
• 
• . . 
. . -. ,_ . - ... --•-• - .. , ·-----~-----··-·---------
44. . .• ',i ·. ~ 0 ' '. t 1fqi4il 
-----
-






not observed 11ntil the 50 ?·1IIz siRnal l\Tas·- increased -to 7. 9 
volt~,· even though substantial currents were established by { 
each of tl1e signals alone (circuit 1). Current conduction_ 
was not dependent on plug-in or~er, however • 
----·-----~------ ---~ - ---
--------· 
-- ---------- .. ---··--- --~---- -·-----~----+.--·----------
. # 
Next, tl1e signal strength· of the 1 MHz signal at 
which plug-in o~der dependence no longer appears was sought • 
.,/ 
,, 
-A fixed amplitude of 3 volts- was established for the ·1 ~.fHz 
signal. The amplitude of the SO ~11-Iz signal ,-1as i-ncreased 
from zero until current was conducted when both signals 
/ were plugged in. Conduction was ·observed at 6.7 volts 
·0-pk, but this time only if the lower frequency was 
plugged in first~ The 50 MHz signal amplitude was 
increased to 7.2 ~olts before de~endence on plug-in ord~r 
was no longer observed. 
Furtl1er measurements sho,ved that for l:O.'IvJHz signal 
amplitudes of 3.1 volts or larger, plug~in order had 
"' 
no effect on whether current was conducted by the diode, 
for-·· a1-·1 ··va 1··ue s -of ----so· --Mrrz-· s·11tnar·---·s1:·r·e-nii- t-h--~----~---·-1·=t~-w as -ii~Cs'o·----~···· -








... observed. tl1at a 1 M-Hz -signal amplitude of 2. 5 vol ts was - '~--·.- .. _ ... - .... ~----··-·-····-····--· 
the transition value for· the observed change in plug-· -
in order preference, noted above, from high to low frequency 
. 
first. 
An attempt was made to find some observable related 
-···--·-··------------ ---- -
----- ----· ------ - -
-- -·-·-··-'"·'···-·-·_.----·----·-·------" ·-·--··-···- .. --~-~ .. -·-----· ·-··---·--··--··- ·--·····--··- ', " ·-··-- .. ., 
'efie-ct "that··-·-rni-gli"f"·.-·-e·i-t}i"e"r explain _or predict' this change 
• 
· in plug-in order preference. The transition voltage was 
• 
found to be about the same voltage as the low voltage 
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. . 
(circuit 1), that is the minimum ampli·tude for current 
co_nduction. 
To verify that. this was the:valid indicator a 
It was observed that a source voltage of 2.4 volts was 
required to cause significant conduction irt the diode 
(circuit 1). When a SO MHz signal was added in ~arallel 
~o the .5 MHz signal, a change in plug-in order preference, 




. 5 }41Iz signal amplitude of 2. 4 vol ts. Further verification 
wa~ made using a 2 MHz signal, whose low voltage thres-
hold was found to be a source voltage of 2.6 volts. 
·· This was also the value for transition of plug-in order 
preference •. 
.. 
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:~ 
-. t·. Inve_~_!j._g.!_~_!_(?Il __ <?_;_ re~_r_Q.!l~e for poss i b l_e f i 1 t~_r.ing;. 
mod~l~tJ_C?_~,.--~--!-re.q}let1cy _mi~ing ( ci rcui_t 2, fig. 7) . 
\\Tl1en non- line·ar devices are acted upon- by sinusoids 
y 
, .. 
---,,---,---,---- -G-£----mo-r-e-~---t-}1-a-n----on-e----f-r-e-qu-e-ncy--,-----mo-dul-a-t--i-0-n-----O--r.-------f r-equ.en-cr-------n1-i..x-i-ng-------, 
often occurs. To begin a qualitative invesigation of 
the response of tl1e diode to t,vo frequencies, circuit 
2 was us.ed with the lower fre~uency oscillator being set 
at O. 5 ~IHz while the other lias varied from SO to 2 50 
MHz. Oscillator voltage amplitudes were varied so as to 
~ 
cause conduction wh~never possible to observe whether 
or not the PIN diode was filtering or modulating the in-
----· - --. --- -- - --;-_--~---- a-·- -- "piit -s i"gn a 1 s • 
r· 
In the 100-250 MHz group bf higher frequency signal~ 
tonduction occurred only when the ~igher frequency 
signal amplitudes were very large and the lower frequency 
signal amplitudes were very small. Also between 140 and 
190 ~ .. IIIz and bet\veen 230 and 250 lvlHz no conduction occurred 
for any combination of amplitudes available from the signal 
" 
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...... ._ . --··· ··--·--·-- ·--·----·-···----·---·------------·---·----·------
sources used. Then be.tween 105 and 97 f'.11-Iz another band of " 
non-conduction occurred. From 97 MHz down to ~O ~tIIz, 
condu.ction was proportional to both signal amplitudes. 
__ ···--------------------·-··-- _____ --·-·-------~.-=··--~=····-=· ·=----- . f q_r th~ _______ !Q~~-r ____ y_~Jues _():f: _freque:ncy (be lo," 97 ~·YI·Iz) q '"-- ...... , .....•.. · -- - .. ---.--.. -.· ....... ·-· --·-
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-·-- ------~ ---------- - -~-'~-thel"e-- \vas superposition of signal·s in the. forward half 
of tl1e O. s·-i111z cycle and no cond9ction in the reverse half 
of the low frequency cycle. In effect the reverse half 
of the 0.5 MH; signal acted as a reverse-biasing signal 
.,-.,,. ' .. ,,,,1-., .,-. 
' ,, I • • 
·' 
11;1 .- "' 
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turning off'the diode altbgether, Superposition wa~ 
difficult to observ~ for the remaining higher frequencies 
,·,·, because the oscil.loscope would not stabilize when the 
• I 
time scale was set low enough to observe one whole 0.5 
-·-········-···----·--····----··--·--·-··---------. -'-, ..-. ----t ·--, - --···· .-·-··--·---··-···· ···-··--··-···· ·····-·····-···-······--··-··········-· - . ---· -····--·-·--·-···-·· ....................... ·········,. -·--·· -• -·------ ·-•---··-···--·······-····----·----··-----·--·-·-----··-··-····--·--········--·-···· ·-··· .. - --·- . -·-·---- . - . . . 
~-11-Iz eye 1 e. 
Thus for frequencies above 100 MHz the diode does 
not pass both frequencies readily, while it will pass 
I frequencies below 100 MHz along with a 0.5 MHz signal. 
Frequpncy mixing and modulation were not observed to occur 
for any of the higher frequencies. 
Next, the lower frequency signal was increased in 
frequency by small steps up to 50 MHz, while the higher 
frequency signal was varie4 from .SO to 250 MHz for each 
step of the lower frequency. Amplitudes of botl1 signals 
were varied so as to cause conduction' when possible. When 
conduction did occur, both signals ,vere· observed wi'th the 
' higher frequency signal being superposed on the rectified 
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I Conclusions 
.The ,vide PIN diode is .a non-linear device that 
exl1.ibits many unusual properties related to the con-
.. 
:::r··--·---·t·------.. ---·-------····---. ------£--·--·- --·-·------------- ·--------. ----------- ----- -·--·-t···--·· ---- ------·-··· - ···R·----··p---- --- --- --•... --- ----------------- ··1··------···-- ....... -·-----T,:;;;- ·- -----a-· ---·--·-···-----··· ----------------- -------------------····---------£-·-·· .1-
u u c 10n o one or wo .. s1gna s.. i1e ev1ce lvas oun~ 
to have seve~al bands of conduction and of non-conduction 
(low and higl1 impedance) for signals of a given ampli-
tude fn the frequency range of about SO to 250 MHz, 
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-- an4 plasma formation· only predicts conduction below 
some critical frequency and non-conduction above that 
frequency. Also, some resonant effects were observed 
- - ·- --··--· -- .. -.. :.._._ ·--.-
'. 
in these upredicted· bands that .were apparently due to 
the variable capacitance and inductance of the device. 
The wide PIN diode ·was observed to be selective 
in the combinations of frequencies that is passed. 
Large amplitude signals of frequencies above 100 MHz 
,, 
" 
were.not passed with signals in the 0.5-5.0 MHz range, 
. 
.. 
while signals below· 100. MHz were conducted fairly easily 
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.. ~ ,-· 
in combination with the 0.5-5.0 MHz sinusoids. In all 
the frequency ranges where conduction occurred, both 
frequencies were readily qbserved and appeared to be 
superpQsed with no distortion or frequency mixing. 
------ -- --
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James F ~Kendrick, son of Carl ·and· Carolyn Kendrick, was . . 
,. 
born ort December 4, 1947 in Baltimore, Md. He attended 
• 
·su-db r·o·o·k·· ·- Jun·i·-o-r-----1-li g·h·-- ·S-eh o o-1---i n--·· -- -P ik e-sv i 1--le--,---Md-. --. ----and· ...... th.en w en.t ________ ,, __ 
,, ~ . 
on to Woodlawn Senior H~h School in Woodlawn, Md. and was a 
National Merit Scholar. In September of 1965 he entered Lehigh 
· University to begin studies in electrical engineering. While 
he was an undergraduate he was elected to membership in each 
of Phi Eta Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, and Tau Beta Pi in the first . 
semester of student eligibility. He served as recording 
secretary £·or Tau Beta Pi, and as social chairman of his living 
group. In the springtime he was the starting crease defensernan 
of each of his freshman and varsity lacrosse teams, and was 
awarded the Major L of Lehigh's athletic department. Upon 
graduating with honors in June of 1969, with the degree of 
l.~ 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, he was com-· 
missioned a 2nd Lieutenant in the USAF, through_~ts ROTC ~ ~ \ 
program. In September of 1969 he entered the gra~uate school 
--·-····--- ····--···-i··- ····------~-----···- --······--·-----·-·-···••.""-·-····-·-· ······- .... 
:..-1 I:i 
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.,.! 
of electrical engineering at·Lehigh where he is a National 
Science Foundation Trainee and~ an -assistant lacrosse coach. 
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